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he Lynnfield Collection of quality vinyl replacement windows represents the perfect blend of thermal

efficiency, value and beauty. Drawing inspiration from finely crafted wood windows, The Lynnfield Collection
improves on this timeless aesthetic with superior thermal performance and weatherability. With the best of
modern manufacturing technology and a lifetime limited warranty, the Lynnfield Collection is the solution to
your replacement window needs.
STANDARD FEATURES
1. 4-point fusion welded frame and sash corners never pull
apart or rack out of square.
2. Maintenance free multi-chambered vinyl provides superior
strength and thermal efficiency.
3. Craft-detailed sash interior simulates the elegance of wood.
4. Tamper resistant interlock spans the full width of the window
to ensure that drafts and the elements stay out.
5. Ergonomic lift handles are integral with the sashes and
cannot pull loose.
6. True sloped sill sheds water quickly and can be wiped down
easily to remove debris.
7. Compression bulb seal a the sill provides an excellent
defense against wind and rain.
8. Mylar-fin synthetic weatherstripping enhances resistance
to air and water infiltration.
9. Double cam locks securely lock the sashes together.
(Single lock on windows under 24” wide)

10. Slim line tilt latches allow sashes to tilt in for easy cleaning
without cluttering the aesthetics.
11. AAMA forced-entry resistant night locks engage to limit
sash movement for safe ventilation.
12. G3 constant force stainless steel balances provide quiet,
adjustment-free operation.
13. Dual paned insulated glass features Intercept spacer
system and optional IntelliGlass Low E.
14. Low profile insect screen has integrated removal tabs and
BetterVue improved visibility screen mesh.

2100 Double Hung

P

erformance is vital when selecting replacement windows. The

Lynnfield Collection combines lovely aesthetics with proven performance to
create true value. With windows in more than one million homes, Vinylmax
offers a transferrable Lifetime Limited Warranty to ensure your satisfaction.

Windows can account for almost one quarter of household energy use. Since most
homeowners replace their windows only once in a lifetime, choosing ENERGY STAR
qualified products is more important than ever.
Installing the Lynnfield Collection ENERGY STAR qualified windows and doors
shrinks energy bills and carbon footprints by 7-24% compared to non-qualified
products.
The Lynnfield Collection can be specified with various IntelliGlass package
options designed to meet ENERGY STAR qualifications for each climate zone in
the USA. The secret to IntelliGlass is ClimaGuard Low E glass. Here is how it works
to make your home more energy efficient:
Two microscopic layers of silver reflect heat back to its source
Titanium dioxide layer protects the silver, so it lasts for a lifetime.
Your home is cooler in the summer, as solar heat is reflected away.
Your home is warmer in the winter, as furnace heat is reflected back into the home.
Argon or Krypton gas acts as insulation between the panes of glass.
T H E L Y N N F I E L D C O L L E C T I O N P E R F O R M A N C E D A T A*
Lynnfield 2100 Double Hung

STRUCTURAL GRADE R30

Clear Glass
IntelliGlass - dual pane all purpose Low E with Argon fill
IntelliGlass X - dual pane solar control Low E with Argon fill
IntelliGlass Plus -triple pane all purpose Low E with Argon fill
IntelliGlass Supreme - triple pane all purpose Low E with Krypton fill
Lynnfield 2150 and 2153 Slider

STRUCTURAL GRADE R20

Clear Glass
IntelliGlass - dual pane all purpose Low E with Argon fill
IntelliGlass X - dual pane solar control Low E with Argon fill
IntelliGlass Plus -triple pane all purpose Low E with Argon fill
IntelliGlass Supreme - triple pane all purpose Low E with Krypton fill
Lynnfield 2170 Picture Window

Clear Glass
IntelliGlass - dual pane all purpose Low E with Argon fill
IntelliGlass X - dual pane solar control Low E with Argon fill
IntelliGlass Plus -triple pane all purpose Low E with Argon fill
IntelliGlass Supreme - triple pane all purpose Low E with Krypton fill
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*performance values for windows without grids

The

Lynnfield

Collection

2100 Double Hungs and 2170 Picture Windows are the most popular
choice for traditional homes. Shown with georgian colonial grids.

2150 2 Lite Sliders complement modern architecture
and provide easy ventilation. Shown in tan.

Complementary Styles

Prestige Bays & Bows

Colors

Lynnfield Collection Decorative Options

White

Tan

2153 3 Lite Sliders combine panoramic views with fingertip operation of the sliding end vents.
Available in equal lites or 50% center configurations. Shown with bronze exterior and pencil
pewter prairie grids.

Bronze Exterior
White Interior

Elegance Patio Doors, Side Lites & Transoms

Grid Options

Prestige Casements & Awnings

2100 Double Hungs and Special Shapes create artistic style and flair for
any home. Shown with flat colonial grids.

Grid Patterns
Colonial, Prairie, Diamond

Color Matched Material
Flat, Georgian

Pencil grids
Brass, Pewter
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Founded in 1982 by the Doerger family and manufacturing a mere five windows per
day, the Vinylmax legacy began to unfold. As one of the first vinyl window manufacturers
in the United States, Vinylmax embraced the philosophy that quality custom windows
manufactured quickly would inspire loyalty in its customers. A transferrable Limited
Lifetime Warranty on all Vinylmax products is Vinylmax’s commitment to that quality.
Today the Doerger family continues to embrace that philosophy. Millions of American
homes are more beautiful and more energy efficient, thanks to Vinylmax windows.

